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AN AUTOMATIC NULL -TYPE PIEZOMETER TOR
MEASURING POSITIVE AND N1GATIVE SOIL-MOISTURE

PRESSURES IN SOILS WITh LOW PE1ABILITY

I. D..oz'Xptlon of the Problem

The ressaroh was initiated to partially answer a r
curring problem encountered by those workin fluids
flowing in porous media. The problem is that of *saeuring
fluid pressure at a specific point in a medium. The fluid
and porous media of primary concern to the author ar. water

end soils, respectively, in drainage investigations.
The primary importance of determIning fluid pressure

at specific point. is due to pressure's role a. a factor in
velocIty potential. In recent years, most attempts by re-
searchers to describe the flow of drainage water through the

soil are based upon describing th. distribution of velocity
potential throughout the region of soil contributing sig
nit icantly to water movement. Muskat's (14, p.128-?49),

Xirkham's (8, p.139-181) and Peterson's (8, p.181-215) de-
scriptions of flow ph.nomenon an examples. It is booining
more recognized (8, p.71, 84) that the flow of water above
the water table ought to described also. Hence, It is
increasingly desirable that velocity potential or pressure
distribution, both below and above the water table, be ade-
quately measured in field drainage investigations.



crease in pressure 7.

$ also in of these measurements
be continuous. As the status of the science of the flow of
fluids in porous Ladle edvancos, more attention is being
placed in solving flow problems that vry with time, S$ 40
the majority of field drainage problems. Qonssquantly,

drainag. researchers need an instrument for continuous

cording of both the positIve and the negative pressure of
water at specif to looations in the sail.

A few words about velocity potential and relate eon-

oepts are probably needed before considering the means of
m.esuring pressure. The velocity potential. may be defined
as a fuctfon whose negative directional derivative gives
the velocity vector (t4, p.129). The velocity potential
is often broken down into Inertial or velocity forces
pressure foross, and gravitational or elevation forces.
In porous media, the fluid velocities are relatively emsil;
hence, inertial forces ar. usually iored. Gravitational
forces can be easily determined by a length measurement and

a knowledge of density value., but the evaluation of the
pressure value is not so easily attained.

In a liquid at rest ther. is no gradient of velocity
potential. It there were a velocity potential gradient,
the fluid would move to neutralize this force. A reduotto:

of elevation ener is automatically counteracted by an in-



As the movement of a fluid is restricted by a porous
medium, the rate at which a velocity potential gradient can
be neutralized is reduced. In other words, ens oan expect
to find greater differenoes in potential across a given
distance as the porou. medium becomes a greater obstruction
to fluid flow. This idea i inherent in the Daroy quation
for fluid flow in porous media. One form of this .quatton
can naturally be that velocity equals the nsgativ. gradient
of velocity potential; however, anothsz form is Ti
where Ti 1. th. velocity in the x direction, K is aonduotiv
ity in the x direction1 and H is the hydraulic or pteao
metric bead. In this rem, K inoles the effect of fluid
viscosity and density plus thi. effects of the obstruction
of the porous medium to fluid flow. *hen the fluid La we-

tsr, I ii called water or hydraulic conductivity. It the
fluid properties are known, th.n the remaining variations
of K are essentially the variations of the permeability of
th porous media. Therefore, porous media that offer
greater obstruction to fluid flow have lesser permeability
or lower values of K. This means that the less permeable
or tight soils have either lower velocities of fluid flow
or greater differences of v.looity potential across a given
distance, or both. This is a pertinent consideration when
comparing the commonly used methods of measuring water

pressure in the soil.



II. Previous Works in Pressure Measurement

t has been a common practic. in drainage experiments

to auger a hole into the soil and then to measure the sub-

sequent water level in the hole. Tb. hole, generally call-

ii en open well, may- be lined or unlined, but it is essen-

tially open to the soil and soil water throughout it

length. The water live]. In th open wll supposedly indi-

cates the level in the soil at wbiih the water is at athos-
pheric pressure. However, for this to be strictly true,

there should not be any difference in velosily potential

between different points on the open well boundary. In

other words, the boundary of the open weil should be

quipot.ntial boundary, a condition ihiob is less likely to

be true as less permeable soils are considered. Thereto:

the op.n well reflects the water pressure conditions

throughout It. length, rather than the location at the wa-

ter table (29, p.4). Not only does the open well tail to

accurately indicate the water table In loss permeable soils,

but many drainage researchers consider the water table a.

b.ing a poor indicator of drainage status (28, p.494).

Ather drainage analysis tool is the piezometer (8,

p.45-458). This is a pipe that ii installed in the soil

and is closed and sealed against the soil except for an

opening at the point at which on. desires to determine the

water pressure. Ordinarily, the opening is the open end at



the bottom of the pipe. The watsr ruse in the pipe to en
elevation which 1. in equilibrium with the soil-water pres-
sure at the pipe opening. It is obvious that In a strati-
fied soil where water pressure varies with 41.ffrsnt etra-
ta, a series of piezometers at different depths till mdi-
oats information that open welts wi]] mask out. They have

b.en used with apparent suoo.ss by numerous researchers and

eninseri, particularly in the valleys of the Western Unit-
ed Statea.

The difficulty is that soil-moisture conditions can
beyond the rang. of a.ftsursmsnt of the standard ptezometer
or they can ohangs too rapidly. The operation Of the open

pipe piezometer 1. based upon the water flowing trc the

soil Into or from the piszometar pipe rntii th. water in
the ptszometer develops a pressure head at th. opening to
balance the water pressure In the soil. In the less pras-
able soils, it takes a longer time for the water to reao
equilibrium. For conditions in which the water pressures
axe changing with time, this lag will be an inherent in-
strumentation error. The magnitude of the error can become

of serious consequence.

One means of reducing this leg time is to reduce the
volume of water transfer to effect the pressure change.
A fairly popular research tool which reduces the required
fluid transfer I. a tensiometer. The porous tensiometer



cup replace a the open eM or the pipe. While the standard

piezometer pipe is st least 3/8 inch in diameter, the ten'
sioaet.r frequently useeall tubing approximately two
millimeters in diameter. Thø fluid transfer Is reduced to
about 1/20. If the manometer flutd is mercury, the fluid
level change is reduced to 1/12.5. The use of standard
mercury manometer tensiomatere can be expected to reduce

the fluid transfer of piesoaeters to about 1/250.
Another important feature of a tensiometer, not ust

a vaow gags, is it ability to mesure both positive an
negative soil-water pressures. The open wills and piezo

meters should be empty it n.gative (below atmospheric)

pressures Therefore, the tensiometer is the only method
of the thre. discussed that sin possibly measure soil-water
pressures throughout the desired range of oonditione. This

is not to say that open wslls and open pipe piezometere
have no place in drainage investigations, but rather that
open wells are limited to relatively permeable soils, and
that open pipe plezametere are limited to soils in wh
the necessary water transfer doss not cause excessive error
in th. water pressure aesurement. It ian be concluded that
tensiometers are preferable to the open well and open pip.
piszometers for measuring water pressure. in soils of low
permeability. This ii the type of soil upon which much of
the local (eat.rn Oregon) drainage investigating 13 done.



The principle of the tens ioaeter has been sea ro
many year.. Some of the earlier tenstometers were the oap
illary potentiometer of Gardner and others which was devel.

oped about 1922 (3, p.196); the instrent of Joffe and
McLean, about 1925 (, p.548); the soil-moistur, aster of
Rogers, about 1933 (24, p.526.342); the soil hygrometer of
Neck, about 1934 (4, p.274-278); and the tinsiometer. by

Richards and Gardener, about 1936 (18, p.352-358). Similar
instrtsssnt. were also being employed by some uropsan re-

searchers about the same time (18, p.352) and (27, p.589).
Since that time, nerous refinements to tensiometere have
been presented (1, 5, 7, 19, 20, 21, 22, 25 and 27).

In 1941, Moore and Goodwin presented a probe for drain

age investigations (13, p.264). This was essentially a
manometer tsnsioaeter.

It became evident to son. early user. of the tanslo-
meter that even its small transfer of water wa. undesirable
for som. applications. Consequently, null tuetorneters,
requiring negligible water transfer for changing pressure
reading., were developed One of the earliest nuli tenelo-
meters was reported by Bords nd Mathisu about 150 (18,
p.352). They used a flexible manometer and simply raised

or lowered the outer leg of their manometer to obtain the
null feature.



Introducing a more refined null tsnsiomater in 1951

was B. D. Miller (11, p.292-501). This again was basically

the procedur. of raanueuy adjusting the elevation of the

outer leg of a manometer. Howaver, a 'very sansitive null

indicator was added to the instrent. This null indicator

included a sensitive bellows attached to a mirror to give

indteation of minute fluid flow. Zaoh measuraet required

one to two minute. per reading.

In 1957, Luthin and orstell announced their null ten-

io*et.r for drainage analysis which required about 15 sec.

ends per reading (10, p.580.-584). This unit utilized a
diaphragm with an electrical contact on the side away from

the tsneiozaeter connection. An adjustable contact point

approached the diapbra contact, The closing of the die-

phragn contacts closed a ten-volt circuit that activated a

relay, closing a 115-volt a.c. circuit. The 115-volt cir-

cuit operated solenoid valves in both air pressure and wee-

u supply lines. The lines for the vacw supply, air

pressure supply, water manometer, and contact side of the

diaphraga all terminated in a compensating chember. When

the diaphra contacts were open, the veowa supply valve

was open and the ar supply valv, was closed. The increas-

ing vaou deflected the diaphragm which closed the teA.b

volt circuit. This In turn Qaused the solenoid valves to

change, closing ths v.cu and openIng the pressured air



supply. Naturally, this tacressed the pressure in the com-
pensating chamber and in the diaphragm area causing th di-
aphr'agm to move and to break the circuit. The diaphragm

and the contact adjustment. were set to give three to five
cyclinga per second. Hence, a change in the water pressure
at the tenejometar resulted in a similar change In the air
presere at the diaphragm or compensating chamber end, con-
sequently, a similar change in the water manometer reading.

This instrsnt obviously is a laboratory tool.
A different tenalometer det was proposed by O'Don-

Zdwards, CollisGeorge, and oung (16, p.63-65) in
They incorporated a bsllowa to mak. or to break a

low voltage ciroul. A record of the breaking of this o
suit was made on moving recorder paper. A simultaneous

record was placed on the paper of the water manometer level

by the use of n*erous electrical oontacte in the manometer.
The complete bellows unit was small end was placed in the

soil. A section of the bellows un easing was porous sin

sred fin, glass beads. Yater tilled the spaoe betwaen the
intered bada and the bellows. This inetrient also was

strictly a laboratory tool.



Ds.oription of Developed Zquisent

Prom the previous discussion, the requiraments can be

developed for an Instrument to measure soil-moisture pres-
sure. in the isis perisanbis soils:

This instrument should require a negligible
transfer of water to reach equilibrium pith
the soil moisture.
The instrument lag time should be
Both positiv, and negative pressures should
be measured.

A eontinuous ent record should be formed.

The water pressure measured should be that of
a reiativel smell volume of soil.
The equiient should be sufficiently portable
and sturdy to make carrying by hand and install-

ing at a field drainage investtgatton site prac-
teal.

To meet the above criteria, some form of a tensiometer
appears desirable. A null-type tensloineter would reduce

the water transfer to a negligible amount, Both positive
and negative water pressures could be measured. The region

of soil contact could be s small, as desired, but the
standard tonelometer cup, two to three inches long and one-
halt to one inch in diameter, would seem to give a reason-
able zone of inesurement for fIeld drainage studies.

10



The dsairability of a band portab -t7pe tensio-
aster present. a problem not previously solved. The nuli-
type tensiometer of Bordas and Mathieu was not adapted to

automatic operation or to the formation of a continuous
record. The instrument of Miller bad similar limitations;
although it could be used in tbs fisid to obtain intezit'
tent readings. The equipment of Luthin and Worstel]. and

also that reported by O'Donnell and others act all the cr1-
tsz'ia except that of portability. Both of these instru-
ments were too complicated and demending to be installed in

the field and to be abandoned except for daily or weekly
servicing.

The following approach to the problea was pursued for

thi, study. The standard commercial tensioa.ter cups were

purchased. A cup was attached to a length of one-half inch
0. D. rigid plastic pipe by using the elastic hose connec-
tor supplied with the cups. Nar the top of the plastic
pipe, one-eighth inch copper tubing entered the pipe. It
was believed that this combination would be aoie resistant
to 000aslona]. freezing temperatures than most tensiometers.

This reaietanoe to cold weather is of major signifoanos,
since moat drainage studies are done during the winter

months. One inch, thin sal electrical conduit pipe was
used to give stren protection end uniformity to the
tenslometer body.
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The null operation was obtained by adjusting the outer
leg of a manometer (8.. Figure 1). This outer nanometer
leg was attached to $ geer rack. The gear for driving the
rack wa atteobed by xns of a sed reduction unit to a
reversible electric motor. The spi.d reduction was 5400 tO
I. The motor speed was rduced further by adding resist-
anc. to the motor circuit. The electric motor was a six.
volt, heater ten motor from a 1946 or 1947 model Ford ear.

It was reversed by switching its tour lead wire connections.
This switching reversed the direction of current in the
series field of the motor windinga.

The switcbng was accomplished as follows (See

2): thre. electrical contacts of platinum wire were in-
stalled inside the inner menometez leg. These contacts

wars oonneoted to the six-yolt battery to torni two oiroults.
One circuit involved the lower and middle contacts and the
other circuit used the middls and upper oontaots. Iaoh of
these two circuits was the actuating circuit for a two or
thre. pole, dotible throw relay. The motor leads were wired

to the relays to give the following operation: when mer-

cury or any electrical conducting fluid we. in the mano-
meter and wa. at a level below the cntr contact, neither
relay circuit we. closed. However, the motor leads were

connected so that the motor circuit through the lower relay
was a closed circuit when the relay was opan, thus causing
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the motor to raise the rack and outer manometer leg. This

caused the manometer fluid to rise in the inner manometer
leg. When the fluid closed the middle to lower contact
circuit, the lower relay ws nativated. This broke the
motor circuit and th. motor was stopped.

If the manometer fluid rises to the point where it also
closes the upper to middle contact circuit, the Upper relay
is also activated. The motor leads are connected through

the upper relay so that its activation o].os.e the motor air-
suit. This causes the motor to operate in the other direc-
tion which, in turn, causes the outer manometer leg to low-
er until the midUe to upper contact circuit breaks. Tb.

neutral zone is then the distance between the upper and
middle contacts. This distance is set at approximately one
millimeter.

The one-eighth inch copper tubing wei attached to the
monster unit by oopper tubing fittings. The male fitting
was east to the glass section Just above the switching con-
tacts. The emale fitting on the end of the one-eighth
inch tubing allowed for switching the automatic unit be-
tween ten.toaetera already installed in the soil. A simple

manometer could be connected to the tsnaiometers not other-

wise in use, simply b having a male copper tubing fitting
cast to one leg of the manometer.



To obtain an automat record of readings,
a recordar of linear movement was attached to the rack. In
this cage, * Leupo].d and Stsvens' eight-day automatic water
level roord.r was utilized. It connected directly to the
rack by means of a toothed gear that meshed with the rack
teeth.

By changing g.ers, ok would move

stylus one toot in 48, 96 or 192 bou
seals gearIng that was employed gave about a two to on.
magnifIcation of rack or manometer movement. The outer

aanometr leg wa. attached to the rack; b.no, a movement
of one was a movement of the other. The gears and rack

ware 24 pitch. This means that a gear one inch in diamitar
would have 24 teeth. Hence, ens toot of reek would include
12 inch.. tines 24 divided by iT teth. This gave 91.6?

teeth per foot of rask. The driven gear for the recorder
was 2.75 inOhes in diameter and had 66 teeth. It was on
ths some shalt with an 84-tooth gear. One foot of rack
movement would cause 1.39 revolutions of these gears. The

84-tooth gear drove a 56-tooth gear on the recorder dra.
Thsreter., on. toot of rack movement equalled 1.39 reolu-
tions of the Jack shaft, equalling 2.06 revolutions of the
one toot oirossfsrens reoording drum. Thus, the ratio of
manometer movement to recorder movement was I to 2.08.



A problem that needs to be solved with any teneiometsr

arrangement is that or eliminating air from the system.
e standard procedure for a mercury manometer tenaiometr

o force water into the filler opening of the tenslo-
r. This forces water and air to pass through the nor-
of the manometer. When air bubbles are no longer vis-

ible in the rioving water, It can be asstsd that the system
is free of air.

In the d.sii be resented, use of the procedure
just described would be awkward, so an extra valve outlet
was placed in the in*er manometer leg below the electrical
contacts. This allowed the use of the above procedure with
a ainim of force and without the severe mercury level

change. Zven more iportent, it ailowsd water to b foroed

through the syeteii in th. reverse direction. This fsaur*
of reversing the direction of forced water flew was very
effectiv, in reducing the air pocket problem. Of course,

As-aired water should be used in filling the tensiometer to
reduce later formation of air pockets.



IV. Theory of Null Tensiometer Operation

Two parameters used to evaluate a te: s iome r are cup
conductance and sensitivity quotient (11, p.296-300). The

cup conductance, X, is defined as the volume of water pass-

ing through the tenelometer cup per unit of time per unit
of pressure difference. Richards states that a value be-
tween 0.1 and 10 co/mm/atm Is the general rule (23, p.99).

The second parameter Is called "sensitivity quotient",
S, by Miller (11, p.29?), but it is the same as the "gage
sensitivity" of Richards (23, p.100). Xt expresses the
pressure reaction in the tensiometer for a unit transfer of
water. It is actually the ratio of volume sensitivity to
pressure sensitivity, where volume sensitivity is the
change In scale reading per unit volume of liquId transfer,
and pressure sensitivity is the change in scale rsading por
unit pressure change (11, p.296).

To evaluate these parameters, a descrIption of the flow
regime is needed. Based upon Darcy's equation for flow
through a porous medium, the flow through the tensiometer

cup can be described by

equation 1 -

where Is the volume of water transferred through the cup,
t is the time required, K is cup conductance, P0 is the
external water pressure and P1 Ia the Internal water



pressure. M time se:

tion 8 , then 3

can be expressed as

equation 2, 4p

The reciprocal of the product, KS, is called the time oo a

taut, C, of the instrinent. From equation 2, it can be

shown that C is the time that it takes forziP to become

36.8 per cent of 4? after the tensiometer cup is sub-

merged in water1 The valu. of C for the tnsiometer cups

that were used i. approximately l3 seconds. The calcu-

lated value of S for the test manometer was 200 o.ntlaeters

of water per cubic centimeter. lien,., the value for IC Is
approximately 2.3 cubic centimeters p.r minute per atmos

phere pressure differential. This K is a aodifi.d K in

that it also contains the resistiv. effect of the 1/8 inch

copper tub ing.

In the tens ionieter unit, as flow proceeds through the

cup, Pj will vary by Q,S. It either e or Pj is subject to

an additional change, such as a tailing water table or the
manometer leg being moved, the flow after t seconds will b

QS +

leAP3. Since by defin:

After integration, this

If the latter pressure change is occurring at a constant

rate, m, the expression becomes



equation 3,

The general solution will be

equation 4,

Note that a is the rats of change of pressure per unit time.

It will generally be xprsesed es the change in piezcaetrio

head per unit time.

The quatione 5 and 4 are very useful lxi designing and

evaluating a tensiometer. For $ null tensioneter as pro-

posed, 4? must become zero while the mercury level in the

Inner manometer leg iB still in the one millimeter neutral

zone. This means that the xpreestonP0 - Qft + it must go

to zero. Fox example, it can be assiad thatP0 is prac-
tically zero when the mercury level is such that the motor
starts driving the rack down. While the rack is in motion,
4? tends to be increasing, or is decreasing, at the rate
a. This is partially counteracted by the pressure change
of Qft. Hence, when the mercury level has moved sufficient-

ly to shut off the motor, P equals at - S. This ii the
value ofP0 for the oond phase of the action, in whiab a
equal8 zero because the motor is not running. The must

be counteracted by cS within the one millimeter neutral

zone, or an unstable situation is formed where the instru-
ment hunts for the correct setting but continually over-
shoots it. The tendency to overshoot can be reduced by

[LP0

0
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either reducing at or by increasing Q$. The value of a for

a changing P1 valu. is d.t.rained by the manometer fluid

density and the speed of the manometer leg movement. The

speed of the manometer leg is determined by the motor apes4

and the speed reduction in the gear train. The effect upon

the value of a due to a change in P sill be ignored In the

evaluation of the tensiometer operation. Eiils the meas-

urement of the change in P5 is the basic purpose of the

equimeut developed, the rate of change of P in tight

soils will generally be much less than 0.4 centimeters of

water per minute. The tens toaster unit when tested bad an

a value of 5 to 12 centimeters of water per minute. Since

the manometer fluid is mercury, e eotual physical rate of

rack movement Is the same as a expressed in change in

height of mercury per unit time, but the rate of reck move
ment will generally be expressed in this discourse as its
equivalent change in height of water per unit ti These

units are related by the factor, 12.55, which I. the nuaez'-
ioal difference of specific gravities between mercury and
water.

To continue with the .valu Lou of the actors
can Oontrol the tendency of the unit to overshoot, t cannot
be varied as a control since it 1. automatically controlled
by the natur. of the equi,ment. The value of Q on be in-
creased by increasing 1, cup conductance, since this would
allow more water to move through the t.nstoaeter cup for a



given pressure difference, but the value of 1 is relativ 7
constant for any specific tenstometer cup.

8 can be varied by either of two methods. Smaller di-

ameter tubing at the neutral zone, hence a smaller volie
of water transfer, will increase S. This can be changed

only by reconstructing the electrical contact section. The

use of smaller tubing for the outer manometer leg will also
tuoreae. 8 b.oauee the change In pressure will be greater
for the given quantity of water transfer. This approach

cannot be used because it will destroy the significance of
the record formed on the recorder paper. The mercury level

will then be changing independent of the raOk and recorder.

Hence, selecting the correct value of m appears to be the
logical anew



V. Results

Tb. first step in evaluating the proposed inetraent
is to evaluate bow will it meets the established require-
ments.

The instrument 1. hand portable end i suitable for
field installation. The six-volt electric motor is sup-
plied by a standard six-volt car battery. Two batteries in
parallel will operate the sytea for a w.ok.

A standard commercial tensiometer cup is used; hence,

the volum, of soil influencing the measurement is typical
of standard tensiometers. A smaller cup is desirable from
the standpoint that it approaches giving a point measure-
meat. However, a smaller cup has a retez' poestbility of
surface sealing problems.

The requirement for an instrument that can measure

both positiv, and negative soil-water pressures ha. been
fulfilled. However, the negative pressures that can be
measured are limited to valuss less than the air entry val-
ue of the porous cup. This will generally be less than one
atmosphere of tension.

The need for a continuous, permanent record is also
satisfied. The recorder paper, being the semi as that used
by the automatic water level recordare currently In use in
boa]. draInage investigations, is an advantage.
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Th. lag time of the instrument is not large. The cup

conductivity, I, was measured as 3.7 x l0 cubic centi-

meter per second per centimeter water pressure dittsrsntts3.
The value of 8, gage sensitivity quotient, proved to be not
as easily established. In the fabrication of the platinum
wire into the glass tubing to form the switching contacts,
considerable variation in the cross sectional area inside
the tubing resulted. This variation in the area caused the
value Of S to fluctuate. The value of S was established as

roughly 20 centimeters of water (0.242 atmospheres) per
eublo centimeter. Using the K value end the & value just
stated, the lag time or time constant for the instrument
would be 10$ seøonde. This was similar to the values given
for the other null tensiometers previously mentioned.

It a proper a value were selected, the maximum water

transfer could be theorized as being slightly greater than
the volume of the one millimeter neutral zone, which was

less than 0.008 cubic centimeters. This theory, however,

was not strictly true. As the mercury column dropped below

the platinum wire, particularly when an electric current
was flowing between them, a smell filament of mercury

bridged the two together. This caused a larger neutral
zone and. hence, a larger transfer of water than anticipated.
The magnitude of this bridging was not always consistent,

apparently being influenced by the purity of the mercury



surfaoe and many other factor. assocIated with the spark
that occurred at .ach asking or breaking of the c1rautt.
Consaquently, when the 3.owsr to middle Contact circuit

finally was opened, a transfer of approximately 0,005 cub to
centimeters was needed before the mercury column returned

to the middle contact. The rate of movement of the rack,

a, has to be suit talent to eause the needed water transfer,
or mercury column movement, yet it ought sot to overshoot

the i*ark so much that equilibrium does not occur b.tore the
mercury reaches the upper contact.

Assuming that the , values are correct, 0.003 cubic
centimeters below the middle contact and 0.008 cubic centi-
meters in the neutral zone above this middle contact, the
maximum rate of rack novemezt, a, that will not lead to
overadjusting can be calculated. For a relatively stati
water table, this value of a will be 0.04 sentimeters of
water per esoond. This can be determined by a simultaneous

solution of equation 4 for the two phases of instrument
operation, the first phase being with the rack moving and
the second phase being after rack movement stops. TO have

the mercury column stabilize halfway between thi middle an

upper contacts, the rack movement needs to be less than
0.013 centimeters of water p.r second. These calculated

inee of maximum a ars subject to both the assumptions

made and the inaccuracy of stimating the volume..



These values of m also do not apply to the revere
situation where the upp.riniddle contact circuit is being
broken. For the latter case, the mercury bridging Is less,
and the cross sectional ares of the mercury column I.e less.
The aliez' area causes a larger effoti gage sensitivity
quotient which leads to a quIcker reaction. This means

that the instrument adjust. more readily and has less tend-
enoy to overadjust. Consequently, a larger a value would
be permissible for this direction of rack aoveasnt.

Jben the external water pressure ii changing rather
rapidly in one direction, the tendency to overad3ust is re-
duced. tter the rack stops its movement, the equalizing
of pressure in an exponential manner allows time for the
external pressure change to partially compensate for the
initial ovsradjuetaeut.

The value of a for the unit whan tested was approxi-
astely 0.9 centimeters of water per second ihen lowering
the rack and 1.3 oentetere of water per seQond when rais-
ing the rack. The diffareno. in the two speds was due to
the tendency of the small reversible series motor to have
greater torque in one direction than in the other. These

values of a were greater than the maximum permissible va]-
u.s as calculated. Tb.. instrument followed the lowering

water table very closely, having a variation of less then
five centimeters of water which bracketed the true water
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pressure. As predicted, the instrument was not as accurate
in following a rtstug water table. The tastrumeut tended

to bracket the actual water table within a variation of
nine centimeters of water. However, it occasionally over-
adjusted so far that a reversal, a downward rack movement,
occurred.

From a study of the contact spacing, the maximum

luctuation of external pressure that can go undeteotd is
slightly greater than the effective length of the neutral
zone. This is less than two millimeters of mercury; hence,
the maximum undetected fluctuation Is approximately 2.5

centimeters of water.

Tb. maximum error of the record, however, is greater.

When the external pressure is barely sufficient to break
the lower-middle contact circuit, the instrument, in the
form described, raises the rack as much as nine centimeters
of water before the circuit is closed. This is possibly
6.5 centimeters of water too far. Consequently, the upper-

middle contact circuit closes and lowers the rack if the
external pressure ha. not changed significantly. The down-

ward rack movement is lose likely to overshoot due to the
better mercury action when breaking from the per contact,
plus the slower rack movement. The maximum difference be-

tween th actual external water pressure and the indicated
pressur. of the record occurs uet after the upward
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movement of the rack. Downward rack movements are usually

lees than nine centimeter, of water; hence, the maxia
error of the record is generally also less than nine centi
meters of water. This maitude of error can be reduced by
decreasing a, but a value slightly greater than 2.5 centS.-
meters of water is the very minimum value of maximum error
that is possible with the switching unit that IS used.

Por the record to have meaning, a reference or zero
reading must be established. This can be acoompliahed at a

field installation by measuring the depth of the tensio-
meter cup below a retsrenoe location, the height of the
water-mercury- interface above the reference location, and
the difference in elevation of the two mercury levels.

Neglecting the pressure differential due to vapor pressures

at the water-mercury Interface, the zero prssure or ten-

sion level for the reek occurs when the difference in ole-
vat ion between the tensiometer cup and the water-mercury

interface equals 12.55 times the dIfference in mercury 1ev-
ole. Sine, the instrument attempts to bold the wator.
mercury interface within the neutral zone or approximately

at the top of the middle contact, the zero or rsferenoe
location for the rack and the recorder is establIshed.



VI. Possible Refinement.

Although the proposed instrument In the form tested

meet. the desired criteria, It itill is in need of further
improvement. The speed of reck moveent, *, needs to be
reduced. This will require an increase in the speed reduc-
tion ratio.

The adjusting manometer leg was not the only approach

to the null-type operation. It was selected a. the approach
to use because it was relatively simple, economical, post-
tive acting, trouble tree, and adaptabl, to portable field
operations. The mor. refined instruments, previously dis-
cussed, incorporated bellows is sensing units. The require-

ment of portability presented difficulties to the incorpo-
ration or bellows, while still. maintaining accuracy and
little water transfer. However, the characteristics or a
bllow. could possibly provide a means of improving the
sensitivity of the instrument.

Ths adjusting manometer approach actually presents a

liquid level control problem. There are different methods

of liquid level control commonly used (12, p.46-49), but
the extremely miell volume of liquid involved limit, the
methods that are adaptable. One .yst of liquid level
detection that may have possibilltis is the use of radio
frequency capacitance bridge circuits (2, section 102, p.1)
end (15, p.5-7). ThIs system has the advantages that the

30



tubtng can be uniform and eon be very small in dismetsr at
the neutral zone, and that wider s lection of manometer

fluid. ii possible. its primary disadvantage. are the
electrical power requirement and the expens. of purchasing
or making the instrument.

The us. of a different manometer fluid has merit.
Less dense fluid he. the advantage of giving a greater re-
action to a pressure change. A liquid level detection sys-
tem, as disoussed above, allows the use of the medium den-
sity organic liquids. Due to the manometer flutd having to

carry an electrical current, mercury appears to be the log-

ical choice of fluids for the present instrument.

The use of ceramic cups as the porous membrane or air

barrier 1.s open to scrutiny. Sedgley and Millington (26,

p.215-21?) have a teneiometer that uses "Porvio" instead of

the ceramic cup. This material is a polyvinyl chloride in

0.0 centimeter thick sheets with pores approximately ens

micron in diameter. Another variation was the porous sec-

tion of the tinsiometer of O'Donnell, et al, that used sin-

tered glass beads. Various material., such as these, give

possibilities of modifying the tsnsiometer cup to brin

about better soil contact, to allow almost point measure-

ment, and to perfect multiple tenstometers.

The az'rangemsnt of theplatinum wire contacts and the

associated section of glass tubing needs improvement. A



reduction of the vo3ze of fluid in the neutral zone will
surely improve the overall performance of the 1nstrient.
The tendency for the mercury to hang to the platinwi wire
also needs consideration.

An improvement in establishing a reference pressure at
the recorder is needed. This can be socomplished by attach

ing a scale to the rack which reads 12.55 units per centi-
meter and is nibered both ways from a zero mark. With the

zero mark at the mercury level of the outer manometer leg
and a rigid pointer extended nearly to the scale and at the
elevation of the center of the neutral zone, a direct read
ing of the difference in mercury levels is obtained. Since

the difference in mercury levels for zero water pressure at

the tensiometer cup is established at the Initial installa-
tion and subsequently remains constant, the correct reading
for the recorder can be obtained.



VII. Suiinary

In studies of fluid flow in porous mdia end particu-
laxly drainage investigations in tight stratified soils,
there is a need for a better .ans of neaeurin.g the fluid
pressure at a speeitio point in the aedia. The instrwaent

presented in thi. thesis partially fills thi. need.
nil tensionetsr presented is * portable instru-

*.nt, suitable tar us. in field instigationa. It tome a
poansnt record of water seure fluctust ions at the ten-
sioReter cUpa

Although it fulfills the rs*i
the desired nstruaent, it is not
The tests Indloate a possibl error of
water but this can be reduced to eppro
tiis.tere relatively easily. The developed

do th. required job, but it needs further ret in.aent.

a for
ate as desired.
1* oent1etere of

ytbreeo
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